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Adobe issues version 18 of reader and acrobat Adobe last week issued a maintenance release of Acrobat XI, its highly popular free PDF-creation and document-management software, that can be downloaded from its website at adobe.com/acrobat. The update brings Acrobat XI to version 18.005. In the release notes, Adobe described the update as a minor release that
includes several new features, such as new ways to “create a document” with Adobe Illustrator CS6, the vector-graphics software, and the addition of XFA files, which are used for data interchange in electronic documents. According to the release notes, the update is meant to keep users up to date with Acrobat features and functionality as well as address reported issues.

“In case of an attack, Adobe Acrobat Reader engine will be able to detect whether the application has been modified and prevent the damage.” – I am sure that each of you has already tried these very features in practice, you do not need to read my words about it; however, ElcomSoft is not the only company to have developed some ideas about how best to protect a
software product. This is the second time ElcomSoft has recently discovered a security threat in Adobe. It is simply this level of skill and dedication that has made ElcomSoft so successful – most companies would have given up years ago. Their proven and trustworthy techniques are creating disruption in the security community. My colleague Bogdan RICHEA a security

researcher at the firm revealed that he has created a discovery based on a technique that was used in the first major attack against the Adobe PDF security product.
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